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ingle celled organisms replicate
as fully functional cells, and they
maintain cellular integrity through a
system of direct epigenetic inheritance,1
or ‘cell memory’. Some tissues in
multicellular organisms proliferate in
the same way. However, the majority of
tissues in adult multicellular organisms
don’t.
Most tissues in mature multicellular
organisms replicate via a method called
serial differentiation.2 Cells go through
a series of differentiation stages as
they duplicate, ending in a fully
differentiated cell, which eventually
dies and passes out of the system, or
is recycled by apoptosis (programmed
cell death). There are three different
types of cells in this system: stem cells,
a class called ‘transient amplifying
cells’ (TACs) and fully differentiated
cells.
Serial differentiation

Stem cells
The undifferentiated cells are
the only ones in this differentiation
process that are self-renewing, i.e. they
produce daughter cells that are exactly
like the mother cell. These cells have
the capacity to divide and change into
many different types of cells. They are
also very important during embryonic
development, where new cell types are
constantly needed.3 These stem cells
are kept relatively few in number, and
the cell lines proliferate through the
differentiation process.
Transient amplifying cells
The daughters of stem cells
do more than just self-renew; they
differentiate into different kinds of
cells. However, they don’t change into
fully differentiated cells immediately;

they change into a class called ‘transient
amplifying cells’ (TACs). While TACs
divide; unlike stem cells, TACs do not
self-renew. Rather, the daughter cells
of TACs are one stage further along
the differentiation process than the
‘mother’ cell. These cells amplify the
number of cells that will eventually
become fully differentiated from the
original stem cell that they started
from.
Fully differentiated cells
A particular stem cell goes through
a number of cell division events and the
differentiation process of the TAC stage
to produce fully differentiated cells.
These are the mature cells that carry
out the different jobs of the tissues, such
as blood cells (figure 1), reproductive
cells and epithelial cells. These cells
no longer divide or differentiate, and
once they have served their purpose,
they are ‘deleted’ from the system and
their components are recycled.4
Designed for maintenance

This is a rather elaborate system to
conjure up if you just want to maintain
tissues! It is also metabolically
expensive because not only do the
mature cells require nutrients, but
so do the stem cells and TACs.
Therefore, you’re feeding cells that
don’t actually do anything in the body
except replicate. So why bother using
so much energy?
As Pepper et al. point out, the
aim of this process is to separate the
self-renewing and active proliferating
properties of cells into different groups.2
This severely limits the number of
duplications that any one cell line will
undergo, which limits the possibility
of mutational damage taking hold in a
particular tissue.
This system actively works against
natural selection of individual cells in
favour of tissue integrity to suppress
somatic evolution, which is the change
that the body is subjected to due to
mutation and selection within the
body’s cell population. Pepper et al.
comment:
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Figure 1. The process of hematopoiesis (the generation of blood cells) is an example of
the serial cell differentiation process.

‘We hypothesize that this is achieved
in animals by compartmentalizing
self-renewing tissues such that
one cell population (stem cells)
undergoes self-renewal, while
another (TACs) undergoes active
proliferation. If no cell population
combines both these necessary
elements of somatic evolution,
somatic evolution is thereby
suppressed.’
The stem cells are maintained
as a small and quiescent population
through slow self-renewal. The
maintenance of the self-renewing
population at low levels militates
against selection of highly proliferative
strains of stem cells.
The later stages of the differentiation
process are focussed on proliferation, but
they don’t self-renew. Each duplication
event moves the daughter cells along
the next stage of differentiation, until
the cells are shed after they have
become fully differentiated.
While it would cost less energy to
just have self-renewing mature cells, it
would result in the quick death of the
organism if something went wrong in
comparison to serial differentiation.
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Less energy would be used up because
the body would not have to support
stem cells and TACs, but only fully
differentiated cells. However, there
is a much higher chance a mutation
that increases the reproductive success
of a particular cell would gain a hold
in such a setup when compared to
serial differentiation. Therefore, the
benefit of longevity far outweighs the
energy cost incurred for maintaining
the system.
Evolution of multicellularity
and serial differentiation

Pepper et al. also comment
on the prospects of serial cellular
differentiation aiding the transition
from unicellular to multicellular life:
‘It is believed that multicellular
organisms could not have arisen
or been evolutionarily stable
without possessing mechanisms
to suppress somatic selection
among cells within organisms,
which would otherwise disrupt
organismal integrity. Here, we
propose that one such mechanism
is a specific pattern of ongoing
cell differentiation commonly

found in metazoans with cell
turnover, which we call “serial
dif-ferentiation.”’5
They believe that this transition
from unicellularity to multicellularity is
controlled by epigenetic alterations:
‘Thus, our results sup-port the
suggestion… that epigenetic
inheritance played a central role
in the transition from unicellular
to multicellular life by helping to
control selection among the cells
of the newly emergent multicellular
individual.’5
However, both serial differentiation and the multicellular
organism have to be assumed for
this to work. At best it suggests how
multicellularity persisted, but it does
not suggest its origin.
There is a fundamental evolutionary
conflict in a multicellular organism:
cellular selection vs bodily integrity.
Generally, natural selection at the
cellular level will favour those cells
that are better at reproductive
competition and survival. However,
if those cells are allowed to proliferate
in an uncontrolled manner in a
multicellular organism, it will inevitably
disrupt the organism’s bodily integrity,
and harm or kill the organism.6 This
inevitably kills these ‘fitter’ cells too
because they cause the host to die.
Cancer is a prime example.
A cancer is essentially a mess of
excessively proliferating cells within
a multicellular organism. In an
environment with limited resources
(the organism), such cells will naturally
out-compete normal cells because
normal cells generally don’t proliferate
indefinitely. The cancer cells outstrip
the normal cells for resources and take
over the system. However, this leads
to malfunction in the organism, and if
left untreated, will inevitably kill the
organism.
At the organismal level, selection
will favour those traits that preserve
bodily integrity, which seeks to control
proliferation of cells beyond what is
necessary. Pepper et al. confer:
‘Multicellular organisms could not
emerge as functional entities before
7
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organism-level selection had led to
the evolution of mechanisms to
suppress cell-level selection.’7
However, this leads to a
conundrum for the evolutionist: how
do multicellular creatures evolve from
single celled organisms when cellular
selection is diametrically opposed to
organism-level selection? A single
cell seeks to proliferate more than its
competitors; the multicellular organism
seeks to control such proliferation to
what is needed at a higher level of
organisation. This can be seen in the
process of apoptosis as well:
‘Even today, apoptosis serves an
essential role in terms of “cellular
altruism”. It helps to ensure that an
organism’s genetic integrity is not
compromised, by removing some
somatic cells that have sustained
irreparable, genetic mutations.
Crucially, apoptosis also helps
to maintain a species’ genetic
integrity, by eliminating aberrant
germ cells that would otherwise
carry intact but faulty genes into
the next generation.’8
The system of serial
differentiation is designed to enhance
bodily integrity, not reduce it. The
system has to be in place before it can
be selected for, yet organism-level
selection cannot take over without
measures such as serial differentiation
in place. The very existence of this
system argues against the evolution of
multicellularity.
Conclusion

Serial differentiation is an essential
system for the maintenance of mature
multicelled organisms. It serves
to separate the self-renewal and
proliferative stages of cell division,
which limits the effect mutations
have on tissues. Evolution cannot
explain the origin of the system, and
neither can it explain the origin of
multicellularity. These features of life
clearly speak of purposeful, intelligent
creation consistent with the Bible’s
account of creation.
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The paradox of
warm-climate
vegetation in
Antarctica
Michael J. Oard

T

he Northern Hemisphere Arctic
lands are well known for their
warm-climate fossil plants and animals
from the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic
of the uniformitarian geological
column.1–4 (Although I believe the
geological column is a general Flood
sequence with many exceptions, 5
I am using the orthodox scientific
classification here for the sake of
argument.) This situation commonly
occurs at mid latitudes also.6
Sometimes logs are standing
upright at these paleoflora sites or in
nearby coal mines, even occurring
at multiple levels, suggesting in situ
growth to the uniformitarian scientist.
Creationists describe such upright
logs as polystrate fossils, and have
reported features that are contrary to
in situ growth.7 Such warm climate
plants and animals, including dinosaurs
(assuming dinosaurs inhabited a warm
climate), also occur in Antarctica.
More Antarctica climate
conundrums

A recent article shows that the
Antarctica flora during the Permian
and Triassic was from a warm climate
and so adding new conundrums to the
climate paradox.8 The geologists found
upright logs interpreted to be in situ and
one horizontal log 20 m long. Growth
ring widths were 10 times those found
in polar locations today. The rings
contained mostly earlywood and only
a small amount of latewood, suggesting
a temperate climate with a rapid end
to the growing season, considered to
be caused by rapid reduction in light
levels at such high latitude.
It has been known for a long time
that fossil flora from the late Paleozoic
to the Tertiary is from warmer climes
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